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Detec ng outliers in data is important in many applica ons, e.g., fraud detec on, predic ve mainte-
nance, or finance. In such real-world se ngs, new observa ons are collected over me, i.e., the data
are me-series. One is not only interested in finding single outlying observa ons (“point anomalies”),
but rather outlying sets of consecu ve observa ons, i.e., abnormal “segments”, of the me-series.
Detec ng such outlying segments is challenging.

Support Vector Data Descrip on (SVDD) [1, 2] is a state-of-the-art approach to detect outliers. SVDD
fits a hypersphere around most observa ons, while minimizing its volume. Points that fall out of
the sphere are declared as outliers [3]. However, SVDD does not work well with me-series, as the
distances between segments are not easy to es mate with standard measures. Thus, one usually first
maps the problem to a sta c one, by extrac ng domain-specific a ributes for each segment [4]. SVDD
then operates on this a ribute space instead, where distances are easier to compute. This indirect
way requires expert knowledge, which makes the applica on of SVDD impossible in many use cases
and prac cal situa ons.

To cope with this issue, one could think about leveraging the so-called “Global Alignment Kernels” [5],
to compute the distances between me-series segments via Dynamic Time Warping directly within
SVDD. By doing so, one could bypass the a ribute-extrac on step and make the applica on of SVDD
independent of the underlying domain.

The focus of this thesis is the design of a new outlier detec on method combining SVDD and global
alignment kernels. This results in the following tasks:

• Conduct an extensive literature review on global alignment kernels and SVDD.

• Implement a new approach to detect outliers, combining SVDD and global alignment kernels.

• Evaluate your approach against the current state-of-the-art methods and baselines.

• Explore, via a real-world use case, the differences between the outliers detected with your
method and those obtained via the tradi onal applica on of SVDD as in previous work.

By working on these tasks the student will gain extensive knowledge about state-of-the-art outlier
detec on methods and the peculiari es of me-series data. The student will learn how to approach
challenging research ques ons and learn how to perform systema c and reproducible experiments.
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